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ABSTRACT Centralized Radio Access Networks (C-RAN) exploiting millimeter wave (mm-wave) tech-
nology in remote radio heads (RRHs) are regarded as a promising approach to satisfy the challenging service
requirements of fifth generation (5G)mobile communication. However, ultra-dense deployment ofmm-wave
RRHs will generate enormous amount of traffic that will require effective design and operation of C-RAN
backhaul. In this paper, we focus on developing an optimal mm-wave RRHs placement strategy that exploits
resource and traffic assignment in RRHs to achieve reliable and energy efficient backhaul transmissions.
Specifically, in this paper, mm-wave is considered both to provide end users access and to interconnect
RRHs in same frequency band, hence achieving energy saving thanks to hardware and frequency reuse.
In this scenario, leveraging the traffic predictions obtained by a deep neural network, we present a real-time
traffic assignment scheme where traffic from affected RRHs can be rerouted to other RRHs to protect against
backhaul failures and trafficmigrates to as fewRRHs as possible to switch off some backhaul links for energy
efficiency. Due to the inherent short-range transmission of mm-wave, different RRH deployment locations
significantly affect interconnections in RRHs. Therefore, we model the mm-wave RRH placement problem
into an optimization framework that jointly maximizes backhaul survivability and energy efficiency, whilst
subjects to constraints as network coverage and capacity. To guarantee scalability of the proposed scheme
as network scale increases, a heuristic algorithm is also proposed. Numerical evaluations show that, with
appropriate RRH placement strategies, significant survivability and energy efficiency improvements can be
achieved.

INDEX TERMS Centralized radio access network, backhaul link, millimeter wave, survivability, energy
efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The continuous growth in mobile broadband service and
the emergence of new machine-centric applications are cre-
ating unprecedented network requirements that exceed the
capabilities of current mobile network architecture [1], [2].
To accommodate these new network requirements, the devel-
opment of the fifth generation (5G) cellular communication
is currently underway. Centralized Radio Access Networks
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(C-RAN) has been recognized as a promising architecture
to support high capacity, low latency and energy efficient
communication in 5G [3], [4]. It separates the traditional base
station (BS) into three parts, namely, the baseband unit (BBU)
pool, remote radio heads (RRHs) and the high-bandwidth
(typically, fiber-based) transport link connecting RRHs to the
BBU pool. In C-RAN, most baseband signal processing tasks
are moved to the BBU pool to enable centralized baseband
signal processing, such that significant performance gain can
be achieved in terms of increased resource utilization, lower
energy consumption [5]. In particular, traffic prediction is
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an important phase to perform centralized resource plan-
ning, which enables collaborative transmission and real-time
demand allocation [6]–[8]. For example, Ref. [6] proposes
a deep-learning based traffic prediction for resource alloca-
tion in an intra-data-center network, while Recurrent Neural
Networks are applied to predict baseband unit (BBU) pool
traffic [7]. Traffic prediction is also an effective tool to carry
out virtual topology reconfiguration [8].

A prominent feature of 5G is the deployment of ultra-dense
small cells, exploiting wireless carrier in very high fre-
quencies, such as millimeter wave (mm-wave), to extend
transmission bandwidth [9]. Initial theoretical results on
coverage and capacity of mm-wave based cellular net-
works show that coverage in mm-wave systems can rival
or even exceed coverage in microwave systems assum-
ing that the link budgets promised by existing mm-wave
system designs are in fact achieved [10]. Other prototype
test results showed that some mm-wave frequencies, e.g.,
28GHz and 38GHz, can be used for 5G cellular networks
employing steerable directional antennas, which demon-
strates that mm-wave is capable of supporting a few-hundred-
meter radius of outdoor and indoor coverage with more
than 500Mb/s data rate [11], [12]. The key technology
on mm-wave communication is beamforming-enabled mas-
sive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (mMIMO), where each
small cell is equipped with a large number of antennas and
can serve multiple users over the same frequency and time
band [13].

The deployment of small cells exploiting mm-wave in 5G
can sustain the exponentially-growing traffic demand, but
it also imposes extremely high requirements for back-
haul1 transmission [14]. As a result, different types of
point to multipoint (PtMP) passive optical networks (PON),
including variations of wavelength division multiplex-
ing (WDM) PONs (e.g., coarse WDM (CWDM) PON, dense
WDM (DWDM) PON), and Time WDM (TWDM) PON are
investigated as effective backhaul solutions. In this study,
we consider each mm-wave RRH can be assigned a unique
optical wavelength to achieve ‘‘any RRH-to-any BBU’’ con-
nection pattern without impact on latency [15], [16]. How-
ever, as users are typically not uniformly distributed, some
backhauls of mm-wave RRHs may still suffer from heavy
load, while their adjacent RRHs may carry only light load.
Besides, as users move among different areas (e.g., res-
idential, offices, and shopping malls) during a day, peak
data requirements may vary as much as 10 times over time.
To ensure robust data transmission at any time and any place,
both the backhaul transport links and mm-wave processing
capacity in RRHs are designed for peak data rate. As a result,

1It should be noted that in C-RAN the word fronthaul usually indicates the
link between RRH and BBU, while the term backhaul refers to the backbone
infrastructure connecting BBUs to the core network. However, this study
only focuses on traffic assignment in mm-wave domain and does not adopt
any function split/fronthaul interface in fiber links, so the type of fiber link
(fronthaul or backhaul) does not have impact on our scheme. In our paper,
we use the term backhaul to indicate the uplink fiber transmission originated
from RRHs.

the backhaul transmission resource and mm-wave resource
are largely wasted, because most of the time these mm-wave
RRHs are not working in full rate. Motivated by these inher-
ent inefficiencies in mm-wave RRHs deployment, we provide
an optimization scheme that achieves energy-efficient back-
haul transmission in C-RAN.

Moreover, in C-RAN with mm-wave RRHs, if a backhaul
fiber/component failure occurs, a large number of end users
will be affected. For this reason, providing a reliable back-
haul is extremely important. However, deploying redundant
resources (i.e., optical fibers and optical switches) to protect
against backhaul failures will bring significant cost overhead.
Hence, in this work, we also aim at providing backhaul
survivability while ensuring energy efficiency.

A. PRIOR WORK
Survivability of integrated fiber-wireless networks has been
subject of previous researches. A general method is to deploy
redundant resources, such as backup optical fibers and optical
switches, such that the traffic load affected by a failure can
be switched to the backup resources. Ref. [17] proposed to
deploy backup devices and redundant feeder fibers to provide
protection against failures in primary OLT and primary feeder
fiber failures. Similarly, low-cost hybridWDM/TDM passive
optical networks (HPON) architecture is proposed to use
extra infrastructure and equipment to support different levels
of protection [18]. Deploying redundant components or fiber
links is effective for enhancing protection, however, due to
ultra-densemm-wave RRHs deployment in 5G, it will require
excessive cost to support mm-wave RRHs. Ring topologies
with dual fiber paths have also been investigated to pro-
tect against ONU failures [19]. Survivable schemes for a
DWDM ring networks are proposed in [20]. However, due
to the ultra-dense RRH deployment, ring networks would
require too much fibers and optical switches. Ref. [21] intro-
duces a fiber access deployment strategy by overlapping
multiple non-concentric areas to spread the load generated
by a node failure over the network. The issue arises from
this overlapping-coverage strategy for ultra-dense mm-wave
RRHs is the serious border effects, in the sense that most
external RRHs are not provided protection. Other research
works [22], [23] focus on protecting the optical backhaul by
alternative routes in the wireless frontend. For example, once
a distribution fiber is broken, the traffic affected by this failure
will be transferred into other available fibers using wireless
multi-hop paths. Using the wireless multi-hop to transfer
affected traffic in mm-wave accessing network in 5G C-RAN
has alsomajor shortcomings as: 1) traditional wireless routers
do not have enough processing capacity for mm-wave signal
transferring, and deploying mm-wave routers brings huge
extra overhead; 2) mm-wave transmission is strongly direc-
tional and needs expensive pre-beamforming schemes for
survivability management at each router. In 5G C-RAN, most
existing researches on reliable network planning are focusing
on the optimal BBU placement problem to protect against
BBU failure [24], [25].
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There have been also proposals for building green fiber-
wireless access networks. Most of these works consider
switching on/off network resources and usingwireless routers
for traffic transferring [26], [27]. Ref. [26] proposes to
selectively shut down optical network unit (ONU) when in
low-load state. Ref. [27] is focused on how to schedule a suit-
able sleep and wake-up times for ONUs. However, we cannot
directly apply these schemes and approaches to mm-wave
RRHs in 5G C-RAN for the same aforementioned reasons
regarding wireless routers. At present, there are a few pro-
posals on improving energy-efficiency in 5G C-RAN. Most
of these focus on BBU-RRH dynamical resource mapping to
save energy. The rationale is to switch off idle BBUs in BBU
pool [28], [29]. Similarly, there are also some works putting
RRHs with light load into sleep mode [30], [31]. In these
works, if an RRH is switched-off, the power of neighboring
RRHs is increased to extend the coverage, to establish con-
nections with the mobile users and the traffic associated with
the switched off RRH. However, when considering mm-wave
RRHs in 5G C-RAN, it is difficult to extend the mm-wave
coverage due to its high propagation loss characteristics.

To overcome the limitations disclosed above, our work
focuses on utilizing free mm-wave links for real-time
traffic assignment in RRHs that enables survivable and
energy efficient backhaul transmission. There have been
studies on cost-effective traffic assignment in small cells.
In-band mm-wave technology that multiplex access traffic
and interconnection in small cells is a promising option.
Ref. [32] proposes a realistic deployment and traffic schedul-
ing scheme for point-to-multipoint (PMP) in-band mm-wave
data transmission. Ref. [33] develops a multipath-multihop
(MPMH) scheme of in-band mm-wave transmission that
achieves cost-effective and scalable deployment for vary-
ing picocell densities. Ref. [34] proposes to use free-space
optical (FSO) communication for interconnecting small cells
with lower overall latency and high data rate. Hybrid wire-
less/FSO technology has been also proposed to combine
the advantages of both mm-wave and FSO [35], [36]. This
paper differs from the aforementioned works, as in this paper,
we propose a joint optimization framework to plan mm-wave
RRHs placement that maximizing both backhaul survivabil-
ity and energy efficiency.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
The main novel technical contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

1) We propose to use the same mm-wave frequency band
both to provide end users access and to interconnect
RRHs. In this scenario, leveraging traffic prediction
obtained by a deep neural network, we propose a
real-time traffic assignment scheme that is capable of i)
rerouting traffic from an affected RRH to other RRHs
to protect against backhaul failures, and ii) migrating
traffic to as few RRHs as possible so that switching off
some backhaul links for energy efficiency.

2) Due to the inherent short-range transmission of mm-
wave, different RRH placement strategies can sig-
nificantly affect the traffic assignment in RRHs.
We present a joint optimization framework to optimally
plan mm-wave RRHs placement, with the objective of
maximizing both the number of survivable RRHs and
switched-off backhaul links, based on integer linear
programming (ILP).

3) To guarantee the scalability of the proposed scheme
as network scale increases, we also present a heuristic
algorithm, extended genetic algorithm (EGA), to pro-
vide a near-optimal solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the network architecture and the mechanism of
real-time traffic assignment scheme based survivable and
energy efficient backhaul transmission. In Section III, we use
ILP model to formulate the optimal mm-wave RRHs place-
ment problem. The heuristic approach is proposed in Section
IV. The simulation results are shown in Section V. Section VI
concludes this paper.

II. TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT SCHEME FOR SURVIVABLE
AND ENERGY EFFICIENT BACKHAUL TRANSMISSION
In this Section, we first give a description of the consid-
ered 5G C-RAN network architecture with mm-wave RRHs.
Then, we give an overview of the traffic prediction based
real-time traffic assignment in RRHs for survivable and
energy efficient backhaul transmission.

A. 5G C-RAN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
WITH MM-WAVE RRHS
While 5G is gradually developed and implemented, several
heterogeneous wireless cellular architectures are presented,
where macro cells use low frequency band to ensure large
coverage and small cells exploit high frequency band to
provide high-speed data access [37], [38]. Fig.1 shows the
schematic of 5G C-RAN network with mm-wave RRHs
considered in this paper, where mm-wave is used both to

FIGURE 1. Schematic of 5G C-RAN network with mm-wave RRHs.
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FIGURE 2. The detailed structure of a LSTM cell.

provide end users access and to interconnect RRHs for traffic
assignment, which leads to energy saving thanks to hardware
and frequency reuse. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider macro
RRHs using frequency band below 6GHz to forward control
signal (e.g., mm-wave beamforming precoding) from BBU
pool both to end users and to other mm-wave RRHs. To sup-
port the enormous data transmission, we consider using fiber
links for backhauling traffic.We assume eachmm-wave RRH
is assigned a unique optical wavelength as backhaul link,
which is able to support the capacity of a mm-wave RRH.

B. TRAFFIC PREDICTION BASED SURVIVABLE AND
ENERGY EFFICIENT BACKHAUL TRANSMISSION
In this section, we present a traffic prediction based sur-
vivable and energy-efficient backhaul transmission scheme,
which uses free mm-wave links interconnecting RRHs. First,
we give a description on the traffic prediction mechanism
with LSTM network. Then we describe the real-time traffic
assignment scheme about how to achieve survivable and
energy efficient backhaul transmission.

1) TRAFFIC PREDICTION WITH LSTM NETWORK
As the input to our proposed real-time traffic assignment
scheme, we use deep neural networks for traffic prediction.
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a deep learning algo-
rithm that can be utilized to make predictions for the next
time-series data. Long short-term memory (LSTM) network
is an innovative RNN, which is proved to be an efficient tool
for long-ranges dependencies modeling [39], [40]. LSTM
works through storing message in the memory cell and for-
ward it to the next time step. The detailed structure of a LSTM
cell is described in Fig.2. The inputs to each LSTM cell
include the new input xt and the previous output ht−1. Every
time a new input xt comes, it will be added to the memory
cell by multiplying the value of input gate In. Similarly,
the previous output ht−1 can be ‘‘forgotten’’ by multiplying
the value of forget gate fn. An output gate on is to transfer
information from cell state Ct to the final state ht .
Here, we assume long-term traffic of each RRH is col-

lected and the cloud processor performs training of the LSTM
network in the BBU pool. Then, giving traffic of multiple
continuous time periods as inputs to LSTM, the traffic of
each RRH at next time period can be predicted. The pre-
dicted traffic is then used to perform traffic assignment with

FIGURE 3. Proposed real time traffic assignment scheme.

our proposed approach, so achieving survivable and energy
efficient backhaul transmission.

2) TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT MECHANISM FOR IMPROVING
BACKHAUL SURVIVABILITY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed traffic assignment scheme
is supported by a cloud processor in BBU pool. Given the
predicted traffic, the cloud processor will calculate a real-time
traffic assignment for each RRH using free mm-wave links
(i.e., links which are not connected to end users) to ensure
backhaul survivability and improve energy efficiency. In par-
ticular, for backhaul survivability, the cloud processor plans
the backup path for each RRH, such that each RRH knows
in advance how to reroute the affected traffic to other RRHs
if a fiber backhaul failure occurs. For energy efficiency,
each RRH knows in advance how to migrate traffic to as
few RRHs as possible at next time period to minimize the
number of active backhaul links. Note that, the destination
RRHs in the traffic assignment scheme should be within the
maximum mm-wave transmission distance. Besides, in BBU
pool, mm-wave beamforming precoding scheme on the traffic
assignment are generated in advance, which are firstly sent
to macro RRH, and then forwarded to mm-wave RRHs via
control signal.

Due to tidal effects, each RRH has two options for back-
hauling its traffic at a specific time period: 1) using its own
fiber backhaul link, and 2) switching off its own fiber back-
haul link and using adjacent RRH’s fiber backhaul link by
migrating traffic towards it. In normal network condition (i.e.,
no failures), we keep fewest fiber backhaul links working
to save energy. However, if failure occurs on a fiber of an
RRH (currently receiving migrated traffic from other RRHs),
traffic migration towards the affected RRH is immediately
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suspended, and then this affected RRH can in turn reroute
its traffic to other backup RRHs.

III. OPTIMAL PLACEMENT OF MM-WAVE RRHS FOR
JOINTLY MAXIMIZING BACKHAUL SURVIVABILITY
AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The above section provides a real-time traffic assignment
scheme to improve backhaul survivability and energy effi-
ciency. However, due to the inherent high propagation loss,
mm-wave can be only used for short-range data transmission.
Thus, RRH deployment significantly affects the possible
interconnection of RRHs, which in turn affects the traffic
assignment and leads to different backhaul survivability and
energy efficiency. Therefore, it is extremely important to
provide a proper RRHs placement. However, focusing only
on the backhaul survivability and energy saving without con-
sidering network coverage and ignoring operator budget is
impractical. Thus, our goal is to find the optimal placement
of mm-wave RRHs to maximize backhaul survivability and
energy efficiency, whilst meeting network coverage require-
ment and whilst considering a maximum budget in terms
of number of RRH imposed by the operator. To evaluate
backhaul survivability, we introduce the concept of surviv-
able RRH, which indicates an RRH that can successfully
reroute its affected traffic to backup RRHs after its associated
backhaul-fiber failure at all time periods. The number of sur-
vivable RRHs is used as metric for backhaul survivability (the
more survivable RRHs mean higher backhaul survivability).
To evaluate energy efficiency, we compute the number of
switched-off backhaul links (the more switched-off backhaul
links, the higher energy efficiency can be achieved). We for-
malize the problem of mm-wave RRHs placement into an
optimization model with the objective of jointly maximiz-
ing the number of survivable RRHs and the switched-off
backhaul links, whilst meeting coverage requirement, based
on ILP.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The mm-wave RRHs placement problem in our work can
be stated as follows: Given the network topology, cover-
age radius of mm-wave RRHs, the set of traffic pattern
and maximum number of RRHs that can be supported per
backhaul link, the coverage requirement ratio; Decide the
optimalmm-waveRRHs placement scheme; tomaximize the
number of survivable RRHs and the number of switched-off
backhaul links whilst meeting the coverage requirement, such
that achieving maximum backhaul survivability and energy
efficiency. We model this optimization problem using the
following ILP.

B. ILP MODEL
1) INPUT SETS AND PARAMETERS
• I : set of locations for end users, and |I | is the total

number of end users.

• J : set of candidate locations for mm-wave RRHs, and
|J | is the number of candidate locations.

• N : number of mm-wave RRHs.
• C : capacity of mm-wave RRHs.
• R : coverage radius of mm-wave RRHs.
• T : set of time periods, including weekday time T1 and

weekend time T2.
• rt,j : traffic load in RRH j at time period t , where j ∈ J

and t ∈ T .
• Di,j : distance between user i and RRH j, where i ∈ I

and j ∈ J .
• Tj,l : distance between RRH j and RRH l, where j ∈ J

and l ∈ J .
• 8 : maximum mm-wave transmission distance

between RRHs.
• Ni : set of RRHs that covers user i, where i ∈ I and
Ni =

{
j ∈ J |Di,j ≤ R

}
.

• ωj : set of RRHs that can interconnect with RRH j using
mm-wave, where j ∈ J and ωj =

{
l ∈ J |Tj,l ≤ φ

}
.

• h : maximum number of RRHs that can be supported
per backhaul link.

• c : required network coverage ratio.

2) VARIABLES
The binary decision variables used in our proposed optimiza-
tion framework are shown as follows.

• ui =

{
1, if user i is within the mm-wave coverage
0, otherwise

• xr =

{
1, if RRH is placed at a candidate location r
0, otherwise

• sr =

{
1, if RRH r is a survivable RRH
0, otherwise

• γz,r =

{
1, if RRH z is the backup RRH of RRH r
0, otherwise

• θt,r =


1, if the backhaul link of RRH r is working

at time period t
0, otherwise

• δt,l,j =


1, if the backhaul link of RRH j is swit-

ched off and its traffic migrated to
RRH l at time period t

0, otherwise

3) OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The objective function is given by:

maxFT = η1
∑

t∈T

∑
l∈J

∑
j∈J
δt,l.j + η2

∑
r∈J

sr (1)

The objective function has two parts: the component,∑
t∈T

∑
l∈J
∑

j∈J δt,l.j, captures the number of backhaul
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links that can be switched off in all time periods in T , while∑
r∈J st,r represents the number of survivable RRHs. Here,

we define an RRH as survivable only when its traffic can
be successfully rerouted to its backup RRHs if failure occurs
at all time periods in T . The two parts of objective function
are linearly summed after multiplying them by the weighting
factors η1 and η2 respectively, where the values of them can
be adjusted to choose a primary objective. Besides, due to
the difference between workday and weekend traffic model,
the objective function can be further expressed as:

maxα · FT=T1 + β · FT=T2 (2)

where FT=T1 and FT=T2 are the objective values in workday
T1 and weekend T2 respectively, which are summed by mul-
tiplying the weighting factors α = 5/7 and β = 2/7 which
are the ratio of workdays and weekends.

4) CONSTRAINTS
a) RRH coverage constraints: Equations (3) and (4)

ensure that if an RRH is placed at a candidate location,
it should cover at least one user. Equation (5) guaran-
tees the placement of mm-wave RRHs should meet the
coverage requirements.

ui ≤
∑

r∈Ni
xr ∀i ∈ I (3)

ui ≥
∑

r∈Ni
xr/ |I | ∀i ∈ I (4)∑

i∈I
ui/ |I | ≥ c (5)

b) Network survivability constraints: Equation (6) ensures
that, if an RRH is identified as a survivable RRH,
the sum of the remaining capacity of the backup RRHs
should be greater than its own traffic load at any time
period t . Noting that the backup RRHs should be
within the maximum mm-wave transmission distance.
Equation (7) imposes that if an RRH is not identified
as a survivable RRH, its backup RRHs do not exist.
Equation (8) and Equation (9) indicate that if an RRH
is regarded as either a survivable RRH or backup RRH,
it must be placed at a candidate location.∑

z∈ωr
γz,r × (C − rt,r ) ≥ sr × rt,r

∀t ∈ T ∀r ∈ J (6)

γz,r ≤ sr ∀z ∈ J ∀r ∈ J (7)

sr ≤ xr ∀r ∈ J (8)

γz,r ≤ xz ∀z ∈ J ∀r ∈ J (9)

c) Energy efficiency constraints: Equation (10) guarantees
that the sum of the traffic for an RRH and for other
RRHs whose traffic is being migrated to it should be
less than the capacity. It also should be noted that the
distance between source and destination RRHs when
traffic migration is applied should be within the max-
imum mm-wave transmission distance. Equation (11)
ensures that the backhaul links should be in working

state if there are traffic migrating to it. Equations (12),
(13) and (14) indicate that both the source and destina-
tion RRHs should be placed at a candidate location, and
the backhaul links should be either working or switched
off.

θt,r×rt,r+
∑

j∈ωj
δt,r,j × rt,j ≤ C∀t ∈ T ∀r ∈ J

(10)

δt,r,j ≤ θt,r ∀t ∈ T ∀r ∈ J ∀j ∈ J (11)

θt,r ≤ xr ∀t ∈ ∀r ∈ J (12)

δt,r,j ≤ xj ∀t ∈ T ∀r ∈ J ∀j ∈ J (13)∑
j∈J
δt,r,j + rt,r = xr ∀t ∈ T ∀r ∈ J (14)

d) Backhaul link capacity constraints: Equations (15) lim-
its the total number of RRH can be supported per
backhaul link.∑

j∈J
δt,r,j ≤ h ∀t ∈ T , r∈J (15)

e) The number of RRHs constraints: Equation (16) guar-
antee the number of mm-wave RRHs to be placed at
candidate locations.∑

r∈J
xr = N (16)

IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
As network scale increases, solving the ILP model becomes
excessively time consuming. It is demonstrated that genetic
algorithm (GA) is efficient to find multi-objective optimal
solutions in one single simulation run [41], [42]. In this part,
we propose a heuristic algorithm called extended genetic
algorithm (EGA) for our proposed joint optimization scheme.
Each individual is represented as a candidate solution for
mm-wave RRHs placement. In the fitness function, we also
propose an algorithm, namely traffic assigned greedy energy-
efficiency (TAGE), to determine how to assign traffic in RRHs
to maximize the number of switched-off backhaul links.
Furthermore, we also give modified crossover operator and
modified mutation operator. By iteratively implementing the
genetic operators including selection, crossover, and muta-
tion on the parent individuals to generate new individuals,
the solutions for RRH placement can evolve toward better
solutions.

For simplicity, we first introduce the notation used in EGA:
• P : initialized population
• Np : population size
• Ln : the n-th individual, n∈

{
1, 2, ..,Np

}
• Gnk : the k-th gene in n-th individual, k ∈

{1, 2, . . . ., |J |}
• Ei,j : a binary value, taking 1 if user j is within the

coverage of RRH i
• Hu

v : a binary value, taking 1 if mm-wave link connec-
tion is possible between RRHs u and v

• pcro : crossover probability
• Pmut : mutation probability
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1) Individual and Population: we represent each individ-
ual Ln as an RRHplacement solution, in whichGnk takes
1 if the RRH candidate location k hosts an RRH and
0 otherwise. Each individual is initialized by randomly
selecting N genes taking value of ‘1’ and others take
value of ‘0’. The individual and population can be
formulated as.

Ln =
{
Gnk |k= 1, . . . , |J |

}
∀n ∈

{
1, . . . ,Np

}
(17)

P =
{
Ln
∣∣n ∈ 1, . . . ,Np

}
(18)

2) Fitness Function: we evaluate the fitness of available
individuals according to a fitness function. The fitness
function of EGA includes three parts: the number of
survivable RRHs, the number of switched-off backhaul
links, and a coverage penalty term. First, we study how
to calculate the number of survivable RRHs as follows

Qt,vn = Gnv ·
∑

u∈J
Gnu · H

u
v ·
(
C − rt,u

)
∀t ∈ T , u, v ∈ J

(19)

sur t,vn =

{
1, if Qt,vn ≥rt,v
0, otherwise

∀t ∈ T , v ∈ J (20)

Equations (19)-(20) determine if RRH v in Ln is capable
of rerouting traffic to its backup RRHs at time period t .
Specifically, Equation (19) calculates the total free capac-
ity of the backup RRHs. Equation (20) determines whether
backup RRHs have enough free capacity to totally receive
traffic from RRH v at time period t .

survn =
⌊
(
∑

t∈T
sur t,vn )/T

⌋
∀v ∈ J (21)

Equation (21) determines if RRH v is a survivable RRH,
which implies v can successfully reroute its traffic when
backhaul failures occur in all time periods in T .
In the fitness function, maximizing the number of

switched-off backhaul links is similar to a bin-packing prob-
lem (hence NP-hard), but with constraints like limited mm-
wave transmission distance. Here, we propose an algorithm
TAGE to determine how to assign traffic in RRHs to max-
imize the number of switched-off backhaul links. We intro-
duce the concept of ‘mm-wave connectivity’ in TAGE, which
can be defined as

Y nv =
∑

u∈J
H v
u ∀v ∈ J (22)

where Y nv represents the number of RRHs that can estab-
lish mm-wave connections with RRH v. We define that the
smaller Y nv , the lower ‘mm-wave connectivity’ of RRH v.
The principle of our proposed TAGE algorithm is to pref-
erentially determine the working state of the backhaul links,
whose RRHs have lower mm-wave connectivity. In summary,
we describe the detailed process of the TAGE algorithm as
follows

We also introduce a coverage penalty term in the fitness
function, which can be presented as follows:

cov_penaltyn =

{
1, if

∑
i∈I cov

i
n/ |I | < c

0, otherwise
(23)

Algorithm 1 TAGE Algorithm for Traffic Assignment in
RRHs to Maximize Power Saving
Input: rt,j∀t ∈ T , j ∈ J ; Y nv ∀v ∈ J ;
RRH set: Un =

{
Gnv = 1 |v= 1, . . . , |J |

}
∀Ln ∈ P;

Output: RRH set St,n whose backhaul link can be switched
off at time period t; RRH setWt,n whose backhaul is working
at time period t.
1. Sort Un in ascending order according to the value of Y nv ;
2. whileUn 6= ∅, do
3. v← pop-up top RRH in Un.
4. if v ∈ St,n or v ∈ Wt,n, then
5. Continue;
6. else find the RRH set:

λnv =
{
H v
u = 1

∣∣u ∈ {1, . . . , J} ∩ u /∈ St,n } ;
7. if λnv = ∅
8. Add RRH v intoWt,n;
9. else if there exists RRHs set Qx in λnv whose traffic

load satisfies:
{
rt,x < rt,v ∩ rt,x + rt,v ≤ C

}
;

10. Add v intoWt,n;
11. Sort Qx in descending order according to the value

of rt,x ;
12. while Qx 6= ∅, do
13. x← pop-up top RRH in Qx ;
14. if rt,x > C − rt,v
15. Break;
16. end if
17. if rt,x ≤ C − rt,v
18. Add x into St,n;
19. end if
20. Update rt,v by rt,v + rt,x ;
21. end while
22. else if there exists RRHs set Zx in λnv whose traffic

load satisfies:
{
rt,x > rt,v ∩ rt,x + rt,v ≤ C

}
23. sort Zx in descending order according to
24. the value of rt,x
25. x← pop-up top RRH in Zx .
26. Add x into Wt,n
27. Update rt,v by rt,v + rt,x ;
28. else if all RRH x in λnv whose traffic load satisfies:{

rt,x + rt,v > C
}

29. Add x into Wt,n
30. end if
31. end if
32. end while

where

λin =
∑

j∈J
Ei,j ∀i ∈ I (24)

covin =

{
1, if λin ≥ 1
0, otherwise

∀i ∈ I (25)

Equation (24) calculates the number of RRHs that cover
user i, while Equation (25) determines if user i is within the
mm-wave coverage.
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To sum up, we can formulate the fitness function as
follows:

F(Ln) = σ ·
∑

v∈J
survn + τ ·

∑
t∈T

St,n + γ · cov_penaltyn
(26)

where the three parts are linearly summed up by respectively
multiplying the weighting factors σ , τ and γ , where the
values of them can be adjusted to choose a primary objective.

3) Genetic Operators: The evolution is processed to create
new populations by implementing genetic operators
including selection, crossover, and mutation on the cur-
rent population. The individuals of the next generation
are selected from the current population by roulette
wheel method. In particular, the probability of each
individual entering to the next generation is equal to
the proportion of its fitness value to the sum of fitness
value for all individuals. Note that, in EGA, the fittest
individual in the current generation does not imple-
ment selection operator and can go directly to the next
generation.

Uniform crossover is not suitable in EGA due to the fact
that individuals should guarantee the constraint in Equa-
tion (16) during the evolution, which implies that the number
of genes with value of ‘1’ should remain the same after
crossover operators. Thus, we propose a modified crossover
operator with the crossover probability pcro. Specifically,
to implement crossover operator for two individuals Lm =
{Gm1 , . . . ,G

m
Np} and Ln = {G

n
1, . . . ,G

n
Np}, we can randomly

select crossover segments Sm and Sn from Lm and Ln as
follows:

Sm =
{
Gmp , . . . ,G

m
q

}
∀p, q ∈

{
1, . . . .Np

}
, p < q (27)

Sn =
{
Gnp, . . . ,G

n
q

}
∀p, q ∈

{
1, . . . .Np

}
, p < q (28)

The procedure for our proposed modified crossover oper-
ator is described in Algorithm 2.
To increase population diversity, we also implement amod-

ified mutation operator with the mutation probability pmut .
For an individual Lm = {Gm1 , . . . ,G

m
Np}, we implement the

mutation by randomly selecting genes to change their values.
Note that the mutation operator also needs to guarantee the
constraint in Equation (16), if themutation operator changes a
gene ‘0’ to be ‘1’, another gene ‘1’ in Lm needs to be randomly
selected and changed to be ‘0’; In a similar way, if a gene ‘1’ is
changed to be ‘0’, another gene ‘0’ in Lm needs to be changed
to be‘1’. With the genetic operators above, we continuously
create new populations. Finally, we can obtain the fittest indi-
vidual representing the optimal mm-wave RRHs placement
scheme from the last population.
In terms of time complexity, EGA requires the computation

of the number of survivable RRHs and switched-off backhaul
links that have complexity of O(|J |) for each individual,
and O (Np · |J |) for all individual, where |J | is the number
of candidate locations and Np is the population size. Time
complexity of the penalty term is O (Np). Since the cost

Algorithm 2Modified Crossover Operator
Input: Lm, Ln, Sm, Sn, εm =

∑
m∈{1,...,q−p} Sm

εn =
∑

n∈{1,...,q−p} Sn, ∀m, n ∈ J
Output: Individuals after crossover: Lnewm ,Lnewn
1. Randomly generate oc= rand(0, 1)
2. while oc ≤ pcro
3. exchange Sm, Sn to generate new individuals Lnewm and

Lnewn .
4. if εn > εm
5. Update

{
Lnewm − Sm

}
in Lnewm by randomly selecting

εn − εm genes ‘0’ to be ‘1’;
6. Update

{
Lnew
n − Sn

}
in Lnewn by randomly selecting

εn − εm genes ‘1’ to be ‘0’;
7. else ifεn < εm
8. Update

{
Lnewm − Sm

}
in Lnewm by randomly selecting

εn − εm genes ‘1’ to be ‘0’;
9. Update

{
Lnewn − Sn

}
in Lnewn by randomly selecting

εn − εm genes ‘0’ to be ‘1’;
10. else if εn = εm
11. output Lnewm , Lnewn
12. end if
13. end while

of crossover and mutation is a fixed value, such values are
not considered in accounting for time complexity. Therefore,
the total time complexity of EGA is of the order O (Np · |J |).

V. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
In our simulations, we test the proposed optimization scheme
in a dense urban area covering 1.2 × 1.2 square kilometers.
We show an example in Fig. 4, where the whole area is
divided into 36 0.2×0.2 km grids. One candidate location for
mm-wave RRH is randomly distributed in each grid as a red
plus. A macro RRH is placed at the center of the simulation
area as a red triangle. To emulate a real deployment, 300 users
are randomly distributed as blue dots. We assume there is
no obstruction between RRH and end users, such that each
RRH can establish mm-wave link with the end users within
mm-wave coverage. The number ofmm-wave RRH is usually
determined by operator’s budget, here, we assume the number
of mm-wave RRHs to be placed in the area is 23. We suppose
all antennas in mm-wave RRHs are omnidirectional, i.e., they
can generate beams with different directions, and a coverage
radius of 200m2. As RRHs are generally deployed at high
locations, i.e. roofs and light poles, we assume few obstruc-
tions between RRHs, and set the maximum mm-wave trans-
mission distance for interconnecting RRHs to be 300m. The
optimization is implemented on a PC of Inter(R) Xeon(R)

2Ref. [11] has confirmed that for mm-wave cellular sizes on the order
of 200m, atmospheric absorption and rain attenuation in urban environment
does not create significant path loss for mm-wave, particularly at 28GHz and
38GHz. Ref. [12] also indicates that for small distance (less than 1km), rain
attenuation presents a minimal effect on the propagation of mm-wave.
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FIGURE 4. Deployment scenario with mm-wave RRHs candidate locations
randomly distributed.

CPU E5-2630 V4 @2.20GHz & 2.20GHz and 128GB RAM
and solved in Matlab/Yalmip environment, using Gurobi
solver.

B. TRAFFIC LOAD PREDICTION
The traffic data analyzed in this paper comes from an Euro-
pean Telecom operator, Telecom Italia, as part of the ‘‘Big
Data Challenge’’ [43]. The data set refers to the time series
of aggregated cell phone traffic, including short message
services (SMS), call service and Internet traffic activity, sent
and received by end users for each squared cell of the Milan
area, measured during November 2013. As mm-wave traffic
is discussed in this paper, we randomly select 36 traffic
patterns from the data set and linearly scale them close to
the throughput of mm-wave RRHs, which are assumed to
represent the total traffic collected within mm-wave RRHs
coverage [1], [44].

In this part, we evaluate the performance of LSTM based
traffic prediction. The time t of the LSTM network is in
interval of 30 minutes. Using the LSTM network, the traf-
fic can be predicted 30 minutes in advance. In particu-
lar, an LSTM network is trained with 1104 data samples
for 23 days and tested by 336 data samples for 7 days.
Stochastic gradient descent is used for training, while the
training data is broken into batches of 30 samples and go
through 2000 epochs. Truncated back propagation through
time (TBPTT) is utilized for optimizing the weight parame-
ters. In the simulation, 8 time steps Xt = {xt−7, xt−6, . . . , xt }
are used. We give an example in Fig.5 of the traffic pre-
diction performance which implies (a) office dominant area,
(b) residential dominant area, and (c) entertainment dom-
inant area respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, the test data
set obtains a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.59 Gbps,
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 6.1%, and a root
means square error (RMSE) of 0.71Gbps, which indicate
the LSTM network is trustworthy to make accurate traffic
predictions.

FIGURE 5. LSTM based traffic prediction performance. (a) Office dominant
area. (b) Residential dominant area. (c) Entertainment dominant area.

C. EVALUATION METRICS FOR THE OPTIMAL
RRH PLACEMENT
To plan the optimal mm-wave RRH placement, we con-
sider two days of traffic profiles per RRH (a weekday and
a weekend day) to represent the typical long-term traffic
profiles. The peak traffic in the considered traffic profiles is
20Gbps. To evaluate the performance of both the ILP and
EGA, we quantify the backhaul survivability in terms of
percentage of survivable RRHs (defined in Equation. (6)) Ps.
For backhaul energy efficiency, we calculate the percentage
of switched-off backhaul links (defined in Equation. (10))
Pe (the more switched-off backhaul links, the higher energy
efficiency.

D. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this subsection, we will show the results for the optimal
mm-wave RRHs placement, and evaluate the performance of
backhaul survivability ratio Ps and energy efficiency ratio Pe
respectively.

1) OPTIMAL MM-WAVE RRHS PLACEMENT SOLUTIONS
Our optimization scheme (a) identifies the optimal deploy-
ment locations of mm-wave RRHs from the set of candidate
locations, with the objective of maximizing the value of
both Ps and Pe; (b) identifies the associated traffic assign-
ment in RRHs. As an example, we assume RRH capacity
C = 22Gbps and maximum mm-wave transmission distance
∅ = 300m to interconnect RRHs, Fig. 6 (a) and (b) show
the optimal mm-wave RRHs placement solutions for required
coverage ratio Rc of 100% and 98% respectively. In Fig. 6,
we denote survivable RRHs by red circles (i.e., an RRH can
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FIGURE 6. Optimal RRH placement solutions with (a) coverage ratio
requirement 100%, (b) coverage requirement 98%.

successfully reroute its affected traffic to backup RRHs after
its associated backhaul-fiber failure at all time periods), and
others by black diamonds. For simplicity, we do not present
the backup path for each RRH in Fig. 6. Besides, we use black
crosses to denote an RRH whose backhaul link is active at
10a.m on the weekday, and the black dot lines denote the
real-time trafficmigration path from an RRHwhose backhaul
link is switched-off to an RRH whose backhaul link is active.
As shown in Fig. 6, the isolated black crosses indicate that
some RRHs’ backhaul links are active, but with no traffic
from other RRHs migrating towards it, which is due to they
do not have enough free mm-wave capacity to support other
RRHs. The maximum Ps achieved by the RRH placement
shown in Fig. 6(a) is 91.3%, while the maximum Pe is 51.8%.
In Fig. 6(b), the maximum Ps is 100%, while the maximum
Pe is 56.1%.

2) ANALYSIS OF SURVIVABILITY
In this subsection, we apply the ILP and EGA to evaluate
the backhaul survivability of the optimal mm-wave RRHs
placement. We consider three mm-wave transmission dis-
tances (φ = 200m,φ = 250m, and φ = 300m) to
interconnect RRHs. Assuming 100% coverage ratio required,
Fig. 7 presents the backhaul survivability ratioPs for different

FIGURE 7. Survivability ratio for increasing RRH capacity.

FIGURE 8. Survivability ratio for different required coverage ratio.

RRH capacity C . As expected, Ps increases as C increases.
The reason is that a larger C brings more free mm-wave
resources to reroute traffic to protect against backhaul fail-
ures. When C increases from 22Gbps to 30Gbps, the sur-
vivability ratio increases 30.5%, 21.8%, and 8.7% for φ =
200m,φ = 250m, and φ = 300m respectively. We can also
observe that EGA provides very close results.

Fig. 8 provides the ILP and EGA results on backhaul
survivability ratio Ps for different coverage ratio Rc. Assum-
ing the RRH capacity C = 22 Gbps, we can see that the
increasing Rc leads to the decrease of Ps. When Rc increases
from 92% to 100%, the value of Ps decreases 43.5%, 30.5%,
and 8.7% for φ = 200m,φ = 250m, and φ = 300m, respec-
tively, which indicates that a largerφ reduces the impact of the
increasing coverage requirement on backhaul survivability
performance. Also in this case, the EGA results are very close
to the ILP.
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FIGURE 9. Ratio of backhaul links to be switched off in two days for
φ= 200,250 300m.

FIGURE 10. Ratio of switched backhaul links for increasing RRH capacity.

3) ANALYSIS OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In this subsection, we use both ILP and EGA to evaluate the
backhaul energy efficiency. Assuming RRH capacity C =
22Gbps and coverage requirement Rc = 100%, we show
the value of Pe (ratio of switched-off backhaul links) every
half-hour period during two days in Fig. 9 (only ILP results
are presented for simplicity). In Fig. 9, time periods from
1 to 48 represent a weekday and time periods from 49 to
98 represent weekend day. It is evident that a larger φ leads
to higher Pe, as RRHs can establish more mm-wave inter-
connections with adjacent RRHs. We can also observe from
Fig. 9 that Pe in daytime is lower that at night, since, as tidal
effects, most RRHs have little free capacity in daytime. Fur-
thermore, average value of Pe is about 2% higher on weekend
day than on workday.

Fig. 10 presents the backhaul energy efficiency ratio Pe
obtained by ILP and EGA for increasing RRH capacity C

FIGURE 11. Ratio of switched backhaul links for increasing coverage ratio
requirements.

when the coverage requirement ratio Rc = 100%. It can be
observed that the value of Pe increases as C increases. When
C increase from 22Gbps to 30Gbps, the value of Pe increases
11.8%, 11.4%, and 12.3% for φ = 200m,φ = 250m and φ =
300m respectively, which is similar to the survivability trends,
as larger capacity brings more free mm-wave resources to
implement traffic migration in RRHs. As shown in Fig. 10,
EGA also provides close results, with the value of Pe 3.5%
lower than ILP.

Fig 11 shows the backhaul energy efficiency ratio Pe
for increasing coverage requirement Rc. For increasing Rc,
the value of Pe decreases for different mm-wave transmission
distances φ = 200m, φ = 250m and φ = 300m, which
indicates a trade-off between energy efficiency and coverage
requirement.WhenRc increases from 92% to 100%, the value
of Pe decrease 16.1%, 10.4%, and 5.8% for φ = 200m,φ =
250m and φ = 300m respectively. Fig. 11 also shows that
EGA provides close results, with Pe 3.3% lower than ILP.
As operators may have specific backhaul survivabil-

ity requirements, we might need to prioritize survivability
improvement for the optimal mm-wave RRHs placement.
Here, we evaluate the impact of increasing survivability
requirements on backhaul energy efficiency. In both ILP and
EGA, by adjusting weight factors of the two optimization
objectives, we can obtain backhaul energy efficiency ratio
Pe while ensuring specific survivability ratio Ps. Assuming
RRH capacity C = 22Gbps, Fig. 12 shows that, for Ps
increasing from 70% to 100%, the value of Pe decreases
1.9%, 0.17% and 0.15% for φ = 200m,φ = 250m, and
φ = 300m respectively, which indicates that larger φ leads
to slight impact of the increasing survivability requirements
on backhaul energy efficiency. This is because larger φ can
providemoremm-wave links to interconnect RRHs, such that
high survivability requirements can be easily achieved and
impact slightly on RRH placement solutions, which in turn
decrease the impact on backhaul energy efficiency.
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FIGURE 12. Ratio of switched backhaul links for increasing survivability
ratio.

VI. CONCLUSION
Establishing a reliable and energy efficient backhaul con-
nectivity for ultra-dense mm-wave RRHs is an important
in 5G. In this study, we show how to optimally place
mm-wave RRHs to jointly maximize survivability and energy
efficiency. We propose to use free mm-wave resources for
traffic assignment in RRHs, which leads to energy saving
and increase survivability thanks to hardware and frequency
reuse. We developed an ILP model and a genetic algorithm
called EGA which act as a guideline for optimal mm-wave
RRHs placement. We simulate both the ILP and EGA under a
dense urban area. In our illustrative numerical results, we give
examples of optimal mm-wave RRH placement and discuss
the effects of RRH capacity, coverage requirement, and max-
imum mm-wave transmission distance on the optimization.
We also observe that EGA results are very close to those of
the ILP, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
heuristic approach for larger-scale network.

As future work on this topic, we plan to incorporate multi-
hop interconnections in mm-wave RRHs while considering
latency constraints.
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